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Thermal fluctuations and x-ray scattering from free-standing smectic-A films
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The present paper is devoted to theoretical investigation of thermal fluctuations and correlations between
them in free-standing smectic-A films (FSSAF’s! formed of liquid crystal compounds with bulk smectic-
A–isotropic (SmA-I ) and SmA–nematic (SmA-N) phase transitions, as well as small angle x-ray scattering
from these FSSAF’s. The study took into account the dependence of the bending elastic constantK and the
smectic layer compressibilityB on the distance from the boundary free surfaces of the films. The results of
calculation are compared with those obtained in the framework of the Holyst model@Phys. Rev. Lett.65, 2153
~1990!; Phys. Rev. A.44, 3692~1991!# for spatially uniform FSSAF’s. It has been found that, well below the
temperature at which the smectic order in the bulk liquid crystal disappears, taking into account the profiles of
the elastic moduliK andB does not produce noticeable differences from this model. However, at maximum
temperatures of existence of FSSAF’s, our results are considerably different from the predictions of the Holyst
model. The results obtained are applied to calculation of specular and diffuse x-ray reflectivities of FSSAF’s in
the whole temperature interval of their existence. Displacement of the molecular centers within the film layers
along those normal to them and the deviation of the local orientational order in FSSAF’s from the ideal are also
taken into account. The results of calculation are in agreement with experiments on the small angle x-ray
scattering from FSSAF’s.

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Cz, 64.70.Md
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I. INTRODUCTION

A unique property of smectic liquid crystals is the abili
to form free-standing films, and during last 10–20 ye
these films are the objects of intensive experimental@1–28#
and theoretical@29–39# investigations. The surface area
free-standing smectic films~FSSF’s!, which can be consid-
ered as stacks of smectic layers with two boundary free
faces, can be as large as;cm2 @1#, and their thickness can b
varied from thousands of molecular layers down to two a
even one smectic layer@2,3#. Hence, varying the film thick-
ness, one can study the crossover from three-dimensi
~3D! to 2D behavior. In addition, the combination of th
surface-induced ordering and finite-size effects in FSS
gives rise to the appearance of phenomena that are no
served in bulk liquid crystal~LC! samples. First, the tem
peratures of phase transitions in FSSFs can be significa
different from those in bulk LC samples@4–10#, and in suf-
ficiently thin films the first order phase transitions beco
the second order ones. Second, in FSSF’s of some LC’s
can observe smectic phases which are not observed in
bulk samples of the same LC compounds@11–13#. Finally,
remarkable phenomena, namely, layer-thinning transitio
have been recently discovered in free-standing smectA
films (FSSAF’s! of certain LC materials@14–18#. These
films do not rupture upon heating above temperature of
bulk smectic-A–isotropic (SmA-I ) or smectic-A–nematic
(SmA-N) phase transition, but undergo a series of thinn
transitions. Via these transitions the film with initial thick
ness of several tens of smectic layers can thin step by ste
two layers, and the temperature of existence of the final t
layer film can be about 10–20 K higher than the bulk SmA-I
or SmA-N transition temperatures.

A most complete set of information on structure
FSSF’s can be obtained from experiments on x-ray reflec
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~1!/647~11!/$15.00
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ity. These experiments provide us with information on bo
equilibrium properties of the films and thermal fluctuatio
in them. Measuring a specular reflectivity, one can determ
@11–13,22–24# a number of the film layers, the layer spa
ing, the local layer structure as well as the thermal fluct
tion profile @18,24,35,26–28#. On the other hand, studyin
the x-ray diffuse scattering@26–28# reveals the correlations
between the fluctuations in the different film layers. Ho
ever, this information cannot be extracted from the expe
mental data without an adequate theoretical model for b
equilibrium structure of the FSSF and thermal fluctuations
the film. A simple discrete model for the thermal fluctuatio
in FSSAF’s, which takes into account not only the bendin
and compression of the smectic layers, but also the sur
tension of the film, has been proposed by Holyst@31,32#.
Later, the continuous versions of the Holyst’s model ha
been developed in Refs.@33# and@34#. The model allows us
to easily calculate the smectic layer displacement fluctua
profile and the displacement-displacement correlations in
FSSAF, and the results of these calculations are in a v
good agreement with data of experiments@26,27# on small
angle specular and diffuse x-ray scattering from FSSAF’s of
some LC compounds.

However, the Holyst’s model has two essential defec
The first defect is that in the framework of this model t
FSSAF is assumed to be spatially homogeneous and cha
terized with only four physical parameters, namely, the nu
ber of the smectic layersN, the surface tensiong, and the
elastic constantsK andB for bending and compression of th
smectic layers, respectively. The latter constants are assu
to be similar for all film layers and equal to those for the bu
SmA phase. This assumption is physically justified only f
FSSAF’s studied at temperatures significantly lower than
bulk SmA-I or SmA-N transition temperatures. In this cas
the SmA structure is well developed in whole volume of th
647 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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648 PRE 62L. V. MIRANTSEV
film, and both orientational and translational molecular
dering in internal film layers should be similar to those ne
the boundary free surfaces. Since the bending elastic
stantK is proportional tos2, and the smectic layer compres
ibility B is proportional tot2 @40,41#, wheres andt are the
orientational and translational order parameters, respectiv
the elastic constantsK andB should also be almost equal fo
all film layers. As said above, however, FSSAF’s of some
LCs can exist at temperatures much higher than the b
SmA-I or SmA-N transition temperatures@14–18#. Accord-
ing to the microscopic model proposed in Refs.@35,36# and
@39#, which describes many features of behavior of t
FSSAF’s at these temperatures@42#, well above the bulk
SmA-I or SmA-N transition points the internal film layer
can be significantly less ordered than the outermost o
This theoretical result has been experimentally confirmed
experiments on x-ray scattering from FSSAF’s of LC com-
pound 4,4’-diheptyl-azoxybenzene~7AB! heated above the
bulk SmA-N transition temperature@18#. Thus in such films
both the bending elastic constantK and the smectic laye
compressibilityB should decrease with distance from t
boundary free surface and reach minimal values in the i
rior of the film. In the Holyst model@31,32# and its later
versions@33,34# such profiles of the elastic constantsK and
B are not taken into account, and, consequently, above
bulk SmA-I or SmA-N transition temperatures these mode
should not give correct values of the smectic layer displa
ment fluctuations and correlations between them. Anot
essential defect of the Holyst’s model is that the laye
SmA structure is considered as a set of equidistant plane
which the molecular centers are disposed, and a tempera
dependent displacement of the molecular centers within e
smectic layer along the normal to it is completely ignored.
addition, all LC molecules in the film are assumed to
rigorously aligned parallel to the normal to the film laye
i.e., the orientational order in the film is assumed to
‘‘ideal.’’ Thus, in the framework of the Holyst model, a tem
perature dependent ‘‘local disorder’’ within smectic layers
completely neglected, and deviation of the one-dimensio
positional order in the film from ideal is assumed to be
lated only to hydrodynamic displacements of the sme
layers from their equilibrium positions.

Because of the above mentioned defects, the Ho
model predicts the specular and diffuse x-ray reflectivities
FSSAF to be almost completely temperature independe
that is, in contradiction with experiments@18# on the small
angle x-ray scattering from FSSAF’s of the LC compound
7AB. In order to fit the data of these experiments to results
calculations performed in the framework of the Holy
model, the mean square amplitudes tot

2 of the thermal fluc-
tuations in the film is assumed to be composed of two pa
namely,

s tot
2 5s21s loc

2 , ~1!

wheres2 is a mean square amplitude of the smectic la
displacement fluctuations given by the model@31,32# or its
continuous modifications@33,34#, and s loc

2 is the mean
square amplitude of fluctuations related to the local disor
within the smectic layers. The latter value is introducedad
hoc, and a satisfactory fit of data on the specular x-ray
-
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flectivity of FSSAF’s at temperatures well above the bu
SmA-N transition point can be achieved only when the loc
disorder is assumed to be minimal near the boundary
surfaces of the film and maximal in its interior layers. At th
same time, however, the elastic constantsK andB, which, as
said above, must be determined by the orientational and
sitional order within the smectic layers, are assumed to
similar for all film layers. It is clear that such description
the thermal fluctuations in FSSAF’s is essentially contradic
tory, and in Ref.@18# it has been noted a necessity to mod
the Holyst model and take into account simultaneously
spatial inhomogeneity of the film and the local disord
within its smectic layers.

In the present paper we offer a simple generalization
the Holyst discrete model@31,32# which takes into accoun
both the bending elastic constantK and smectic layer com
pressibility B profiles. These profiles are determined fro
microscopic model for FSSAF proposed in Refs.@35,36# and
@39#. For FSSAF formed of compounds exhibiting bot
SmA-I and SmA-N phase transitions, the smectic layer d
placement fluctuation profiles and the displaceme
displacement correlations have been calculated. The re
of calculations are compared with those obtained in
framework of the Holyst model. It has been found that bel
the bulk SmA-I or SmA-N transition temperatures our resul
is quite similar to those given by this model. However, w
above the bulk phase transition temperatures, the result
our calculations are significantly different from predictio
obtained in the framework of the Holyst model. Using the
results and the results of the microscopic model@35,36,39#
for FSSAF’s, which takes into account the displacement
the molecular centers within smectic layers along the nor
to them and the deviation of the local orientational order
the film layers from ideal, we have also calculated the spe
lar and diffuse x-ray reflectivities of FSSAF’s of given thick-
ness in whole temperature interval of their existence. T
results of calculations are in agreement with data of exp
ments @18,26–28# on the small x-ray scattering from
FSSAF’s.

We start in the next section with a description of t
smectic layer displacement fluctuations and correlations
tween them in FSSAF with taking into account the bendin
elastic constantK and the smectic layer compressibilityB
profiles obtained from the microscopic model@35,36,39# for
FSSAF’s. In Sec. III the results of this model and those o
tained in Sec. II are used in calculations of the specular
diffuse x-ray reflectivities of FSSAF. Section IV presents the
results of numerical calculations of the thermal fluctuatio
and correlations between them in FSSAF, as well as the
specular and diffuse x-ray reflectivities of the free-stand
SmA films, followed by a discussion.

II. DESCRIPTION OF SMECTIC LAYER DISPLACEMENT
FLUCTUATIONS IN FSS AF

Let us consider theN layer FSSAF. In this film the smec-
tic layer displacementsun(x,y) from equilibrium positions
zn

(0)5nd along thez-axis normal to the film layers, wheren
is the layer index andd is the smectic layer spacing, give ris
to the free energy excessF consisting of surfaceFS and bulk
FB contributions, respectively. According to the Holy
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PRE 62 649THERMAL FLUCTUATIONS AND X-RAY SCATTERING . . .
model @31,32#, the surface energyFS , which is associated
with an increase of the surface area of the two free surfa
is given by

FS5
1

2
gE @ u¹'u1~RW !u21u¹'uN~RW !u2#dRW , ~2!

whereg is the surface tension of the free surface of FSSAF,
RW is the radius-vector in the plane of the film (R25x2

1y2), ¹' is the projection of the¹W operator on the (x,y)
plane. As for the bulk contributionFB to the free energy
excessF, it consists of two parts which are associated w
bending and compression of the smectic layers, respectiv
If an elastic constant for bending of thenth smectic layer is
denoted asKn , andBn is the compressibility of this layer
then, by analogy with the discrete Holyst model, the ene
FB can be written as

FB5
1

2 (
n51

N

KndE @D'un~RW !#2dRW

1
1

2 (
n51

N21 S Bn1Bn11

2d D E @un11~RW !2un~RW !#2dRW ,

~3!

where D' is the two-dimensional Laplacian in the (x,y)
plane. AddingFS andFB , one can obtain the following ex
pression for the total free energy excessF of FSSAF associ-
ated with the film layer displacement fluctuations:

F5
1

2E H (
n51

N21 S Bn1Bn11

2d D @un11~RW !2un~RW !#2

1 (
n51

N

Knd@D'un~RW !#21gU¹'u1~RW !U2

1gU¹'uN~RW !U2J dRW . ~4!

It is easily seen that, for spatially uniform FSSAF, when
the elastic constantsKn andBn are similar for all film layers
and equal toK and B, respectively, expression~4! for the
total free energy excessF of FSSAF is completely similar to
analogous expression proposed by Holyst~Eq. ~3.2! in Ref.
@32#!. Then using, as in Refs.@31# and @32#, the Fourier
transformation

un~RW !5~2p!22E un~qW'!exp~ iqW'•RW !dqW' , ~5!

we can rewrite the free energyF in the following compact
form:

F5
1

2 (
k,n51

N E uk~qW'!Mknun~2qW'!dqW' , ~6!

whereMkn are the elements of symmetrical ribbonlike m
trix. The nonzero elements of this matrix are determined
s,

ly.

y

s

M115MNN5gq'
2 1K1dq'

4 1~B11B2!/2d5b15bN ,
~7!

Mnn5Kndq'
4 1~Bn2112Bn1Bn11!/2d5bn ,

n52, N21, ~8!

Mn11n5Mnn1152~Bn1Bn11!/2d5cn ,

n51, N21. ~9!

Further, one can find the elements of inverse matrix a
using Eqs.~3.7! and~3.8! in Ref. @32#, calculate the average
film layer displacement fluctuationssn5^un

2(0)&1/2 and cor-

relationsgk,n(R)5^uk(RW )un(0)&/(sksn) between them.
As said above, the bending elastic constantK is propor-

tional to s2, and the smectic layer compressibilityB is pro-
portional tot2, wheres andt are the orientational and trans
lational order parameters, respectively@40,41#. Using these
relationships we can calculate the elastic constantsKn and
Bn for the film layers via the microscopic model for FSSAF
proposed in Refs.@35,36# and @39#. The model allows us to
determine the local order parameterssn(T) and tn(T) for
each FSSAF layer at any temperatureT within the interval of
its existence. In addition, for very thick films (N→`), this
model gives values of the order parameterssn andtn for the
interior film layers which completely coincide with results
well known McMillan theory@43# for bulk SmA phase. So, if
we know values of the elastic constantsK andB for the bulk
SmA phase at a certain temperatureT0 @K(T0)[K0 ,
B(T0)[B0# below the bulk SmA-I or SmA-N transition
temperature, then, from the model@35,36,39#, we can find
values of the order parameterss(T0)[s0 and t(T0)[t0 at
T0, and, using relationships

Kn~T!5K0@sn~T!/s0#2, Bn~T!5B0@tn~T!/t0#2,
~10!

determine values of the elastic constantsKn andBn for each
layer of FSSAF of given thickness at any temperatureT
within the interval of its existence.

III. X-RAY SCATTERING FROM FSS AF

The intensity of x-ray scattering from any system is pr
portional to the Fourier transformS(QW ) of the density-
density correlation function given by Ref.@32#

S~QW !5E drWE ^r̂~rW !r̂~rW8!&exp@ iQW •~rW2rW8!#drW8,

~11!

where r̂(rW) is the electron density operator,QW is the wave
vector transfer related to the x-ray scattering from electr
of the system, and̂•••& means average upon thermal flu
tuations. The electron density operatorr̂(rW) for N-layer
FSSAF can be, in turn, written as

r̂~z!5r0(
k51

N E
2L/2 cosq

L/2 cosq

f k~z2z8,q!

3Qk~z2z8!re~z8!dz8d cosq. ~12!

Herer0 is the molecular density in LC,re(z8) is the electron
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density distribution in a single LC molecule,f k(z2z8,q) is
a one particle distribution function for thekth film layer,q is
a polar angle between thez axis and the long molecular one
L is the molecular length, andQk(z2z8) is a step function
equal to 1 forzk

(1)<(z2z8)<zk
(2) , and 0 for (z2z8) outside

this interval.
In the equilibrium state, the coordinateszk

(1) and zk
(2) ,
io
-

ib
which determine positions of the lower and upper bound
planes of thekth film layer, can be written as (k21/2)d and
((k11/2)d, respectively. When thekth layer is displaced
from its equilibrium position along thez axis by the value
uk(rW'), these coordinates become (k21/2)d1uk(rW') and
(k11/2)d1uk(rW'), respectively. Then Eq.~11! can be writ-
ten in the form
in

to such
In
S~QW !5r0
2E drW'E exp@ iQW '~rW'2rW'8 !#drW'8 K (

k51

N E
(k21/2)d1uk(rW')

(k11/2)d1uk(rW')
f k~z2z9,q!

3exp@ iQz~z2z9!#d~z2z9!d cosqE
2L/2 cosq

L/2 cosq

re~z9!exp~ iQzz9!dz9

3 (
n51

N E
(n21/2)d1un(rW'8 )

(n11/2)d1un(rW'8 )
f n~z82z-,q8!exp@ iQz~z82z-!#d~z82z-!d cosq8

3E
2L/2 cosq8

L/2 cosq8
re~z-!exp~2 iQzz-!dz-L . ~13!

The calculations performed in Refs.@18# and @26–28# show that amplitudessk of the layer displacement fluctuations
FSSAF’s are usually much smaller than the smectic layer spacingd, and their profile should be smooth enough, i.e.,

usk112sku/~sk11sk!
1/2!1. ~14!

Then one can assume that both the local orientational and positional order within the film layers are not sensitive
fluctuations, and hence the one particle distribution functionsf k(z2z8,q) should be the same as in the equilibrium state.
this case, it can be easily shown that Eq.~13! can be reduced to the following form:

S~QW !5r0
2E drW'E exp@ iQW '•~rW'2rW'8 !#drW'8 (

k51

N

(
n51

N

^exp$ iQz~uk~rW'!2un~rW'8 !!%&exp@ iQz~k2n!d#

3E
2d/2

1d/2

exp~ iQzz1!dz1E
0

1

f k~z1 ,q!SM1~Qz ,q!d cosq

3E
2d/2

1d/2

exp~2 iQzz2!dz2E
0

1

f n~z2 ,q8!SM2~Qz ,q8!d cosq8, ~15!
where

SM1~Qz ,q!5E
2L/2 cosq

L/2 cosq

re~z!exp~ iQzz!dz, ~16!

SM2~Qz ,q!5E
2L/2 cosq

L/2 cosq

re~z!exp~2 iQzz!dz. ~17!

If it is also assumed that the electron density distribut
re(z8) within a single LC molecule is symmetrical with re
spect to the molecular center, and the one particle distr
tion function is an even function ofz, then

S~QW !54r0
2E drW'E exp@ iQW '•~rW'2rW'8 !#drW'8

3 (
k51

N

(
n51

N

^exp$ iQz~uk~rW'!2un~rW'8 !!%&

3cos@~k2n!dQz#hk~Qz!hn~Qz!, ~18!
n

u-

where

hk~Qz!5E
2d/2

1d/2

cos~Qzz!dzE
0

1

f k~z,q!SM~Qz ,q!d cosq,

~19!

SM~Qz ,q!5E
0

L/2 cosq

re~z!cos~Qzz!dz. ~20!

Finally, if we take into account that

E drW'E drW'8 exp@ iQW '•~rW'2rW'8 !#^exp$ iQz@uk~rW'!

2un~rW'8 !#%&

5S0E drW'exp~ iQW '•rW'!exp$2~1/2!

3Qz
2@sk

21sn
222^uk~rW'!un~0!&#%, ~21!
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PRE 62 651THERMAL FLUCTUATIONS AND X-RAY SCATTERING . . .
where S0 is the film surface area, then the expression
S(QW ) can be represented in the following compact form:

S~QW !54r0
2S0(

k51

N

(
n51

N E drW'exp~ iQW '•rW'!cos@~k2n!dQz#

3hk~Qz!hn~Qz!Fkn~Qz!3Ckn~Qz ,rW'!, ~22!

where

Fkn~Qz!5exp@2~1/2!Qz
2~sk

21sn
2!#, ~23!

Ckn~Qz ,rW'!5exp@Qz
2^uk~rW'!un~0!&#. ~24!

Equation~22! differs from analogous expression forS(QW )
in Ref. @32# only with coefficientshk(Qz). In the Holyst
theory, in which both the orientational and positional ord
within the film layers are assumed to be ideal, these coe
cients are simply equal to the molecular form factor~20! at
q50. The expressions for the one particle distribution fun
tions f k(z2z8,q) are brought in Refs.@35# and@36#. As for
the form factorSM(Qz ,q), its form depends on a concre
model describing the electron density distribution within
single LC molecule. For example, when this distribution
assumed to be uniform, i.e.,re(z)5re , the form factor
SM(Qz ,q) is equal to

SM~Qz ,q!5~re /Qz!sin~QzL cosq/2!. ~25!

If the LC molecules are assumed, as in Refs.@18# and
@26–28#, to be composed of a core with the electron dens
rcore amd two similar tails with densityr tail , then the form
factor SM(Qz ,q) is given by

SM~Qz ,q!5~rcore /Qz!$~r tail /rcore!sin~QzL cosq/2!

2~r tail /rcore21!

3sin@Qz~L/22dtail !cosq#%, ~26!

wheredtail is the molecular tail length.
For QW '50W , Eq. ~22! describes the specular x-ray refle

tion from FSSAF, and forQW 'Þ0W , this equation describes th
diffuse x-ray scattering from the film. However, it is conv
nient to consider both these cases separately. First, le
consider the specular reflection. It can be easily shown
in this case the factorCkn(Qz ,rW') in Eq. ~22! can be with a
good accuracy approximated by unit. Really, in Eq.~24! the
correlator ^uk(rW')un(0)& in the exponent decays wit
growth of urW'u, and for LC with typical values of the elasti
constants K;1026 dyn, B;108 dyn/cm2, and for urW'u
larger than;100 molecular diameters, i.e.,;400 A, its
value does not exceed;2 A2 @32#. If we take, for example,
the value ofQz corresponding to the first Bragg maximum
the x-ray scattering pattern for FSSAF, i.e.,Qz52p/d, then
one can easily check that, for typical value of the smec
layer spacingd'30 A, the factorCkn(Qz ,rW')'1.09. In ac-
tual experiments on the x-ray scattering from FSSAF’s
@18,26–28#, their transverse size is of the order of;1 cm,
and, consequently, a dominant contribution to the reflec
x-ray intensity is due to the values ofurW'u corresponding to
r

r
fi-

-

y

us
at

c

d

Ckn(Qz ,rW') much closer to unit than 1.09. Then, in case
the specular x-ray reflection from FSSAF, we can write

S~Qz!'4r0
2S0

2(
k51

N

(
n51

N

cos@~k2n!dQz#

3hk~Qz!hn~Qz!Fkn~Qz!. ~27!

Now let us turn to the x-ray diffuse scattering fro
FSSAF (QW 'Þ0W ). In this case we can expand Eq.~24! in
series ofQz

2^uk(rW')un(0)& and restrict to first two terms. Fo
the films of a macroscopic transverse size, the first term

E exp~ iQW '•rW'!drW'50,

and only the second term of the expansion gives a nonz
contribution to intensity of the diffuse x-ray scattering fro
FSSAF. Then we have

S~Qz ,QW '!'4r0
2S0(

k51

N

(
n51

N

cos@~k2n!dQz#

3hk~Qz!hn~Qz!Fkn~Qz!Qz
2

3E ^uk~rW'!un~0!&exp~ iQW '•rW'!drW' .

~28!

Inserting expression~3.8! in Ref. @32# for correlator

^uk(rW')un(0)& into Eq. ~28!, and taking into account that

1

~2p!2E exp@ i ~QW '2qW'!•rW'#drW'5d~QW '2qW'!, ~29!

whered(xW ) is the Diracd function, one can obtain

S~Qz ,QW '!'4r0
2S0kBT(

k51

N

(
n51

N

cos@~k2n!dQz#

3hk~Qz!hn~Qz!

3Fkn~Qz!Qz
2Mkn

21~QW '!. ~30!

Here Mkn
21(QW ') is the element of the matrix inverse to th

brought in Sec. II, andkB is the Boltzmann constant.
Equations~27! and~30! allow us to calculate the specula

and diffuse x-ray reflectivities ofN-layer FSSAF at any tem-
peratureT of its existence. The coefficientshk(Qz) contain
all information on the local orientational and positional m
lecular order within the film layers, the coefficientsFkn(Qz)
determine dependence of the specular and diffuse x-ray
flectivities on average amplitudessk of the smectic layer
displacement fluctuations, and the matrix eleme
Mkn

21(QW ') determine dependences of thediffuse reflectiv
on the correlations between the thermal fluctuations
FSSAF. It should be also noted that amplitudessk of these
fluctuations and the matrix elementsMkn

21(QW ') are eventu-
ally determined by the temperature dependent local orie
tional and positional order profiles in the film~see Sec. II!.
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Thus the relations obtained allow to calculate the spec
and diffuse x-ray reflectivities of FSSAF in a self-consisten
way and with taking into account its inhomogeneous a
temperature dependent structure.

IV. RESULTS OF NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS
AND DISCUSSION

A. Smectic layer displacement fluctuations and correlations
between them

Numerical calculations of the smectic layer displacem
fluctuationssn and correlationsgk,n(R) have been carried
out for two FSSAF’s consisting ofN524 smectic layers.
The first film is assumed to be created of LC exhibiting
‘‘strong’’ first order SmA-I phase transition. According to
the McMillan theory@43# for the bulk SmA phase and the
microscopic model for FSSAF’s proposed in Refs.@35,36#
and @39#, in this case the model paramet
a52exp@2(pr0 /d)2# used in the theory must bea>0.98.
Here r 0 is a characteristic radius of the model pair poten
proposed by McMillan. In our calculations we useda
51.05. The second FSSAF is assumed to be made of L
having a ‘‘weak’’ first order SmA-N phase transition. This
case corresponds toa<0.98 @43#. Our calculations have
been performed fora50.871. Our choice of values of th
model parametera is caused by that the LC compound
exhibiting such bulk phase transitions were used in exp
ments @18,26–28# on the small angle x-ray scatterin
from FSSAF’s. In Refs. @26,27# the objects of study are
FSSAF’s made of the compound 4-heptyl-2-@4-~2-
perfluorhexylethyl!phenyl#-pyrimidin ~FPP! having the
‘‘strong’’ first order SmA-I phase transition, whereas i
Refs.@18# and @28# the thermal fluctuations and correlation
between them are investigated in FSSAF’s of LC 4, 4’-
diheptylazoxybenzene~7AB! with the weak first order
SmA-N phase transition. In both cases, the smectic la
displacement fluctuations in FSSAF and the correlations be
tween them have been calculated for two temperatures.
first temperature,T1

(1,2) , is well below the bulk SmA-I
(SmA-N) transition point, and the second one,T2

(1,2) , is just
below the maximum temperature at which FSSAF of given
thickness (N 5 24! exists. For the first film, the temperatu
T1

(1) has been chosenT1
(1)50.205(V0 /kB), and T2

(1)

50.2298(V0 /kB). HereV0 is the intermolecular interaction
constant in the McMillan theory@43#. According to this
theory, fora51.05, the bulk SmA-I transition temperature is
equal toTAI50.2249(V0 /kB). On the other hand, accordin
to the model@35,36,39# for FSSAF’s, for a51.05, the maxi-
mum temperature of existence of the 24-layer film is equa
Tc

(1)(N524)50.2299(V0 /kB). Above this temperature th
film either ruptures or undergoes the layer-thinning tran
tion. For second FSSAF (a50.871), the first temperatur
T1

(2) has been takenT1
(2)50.204(V0 /kB) @according to the

McMillan theory @43#, for a50.871 the bulk SmA-N transi-
tion temperatureTAN is equal toTAN50.2091(V0 /kB)#, and
the second one is equal toT2

(2)50.210 35(V0 /kB) @according
to the model@35,36,39#, for a50.871, the maximum tem
perature of existence of the 24-layer FSSAF is equal to
Tc

(2)(N524)50.210 36(V0 /kB)#. For the first film, the mag-
nitude of the intermolecular interaction constantV0 has been
ar

d

t

l

i-

r

he

o

i-

chosen to provide a coincidence between the absolute
SmA-I phase transition temperatureTAI given by theory and
the experimentally found one~396 K @26,27#! in the LC
compound FPP. Similarly, the magnitude ofV0 for second
FSSAF has been chosen to provide a coincidence betw
theoretical valueTAN of the absolute bulk SmA-N phase
transition temperature with corresponding value~326 K
@18,28#! experimentally found for LC 7AB. An orienting ac
tion of the boundary free surfaces of both films on the L
molecules has been assumed to be strong enough. The
W/V0, where W is the interaction constant, which, in th
framework of the model@35,36,39#, determines the strengt
of the ‘‘effective field’’ simulating this action, has been s
W/V051.6. According to the model, for such sufficient
strong orienting action of the boundary free surfaces
FSSAF on the LC molecules, theN-layer film does not rap-
ture upon heating above the maximum temperatureTc(N),
but undergoes the layer thinning transition. Just the sa
phenomena were observed in experiments@18,28# on
FSSAF’s of the compound 7AB. As for LC FPP investigate
in Refs.@26# and@27#, it is composed of the molecules hav
ing the partially perfluorinated alkyl tails. According to Ref
@14# and @16#, FSSAF’s of such LC’s also do not rupture
upon heating aboveTc(N) and exhibit the layer-thinning
transitions.

For both FSSAF’s, the bending elastic constantK0 for the
bulk SmA phase at the temperatureT0 well below TAI or
TAN ~for LC with the bulk SmA-I phase transition, we se
T05T1

(1) , and for LC having the bulk SmA-N transitionT0

5T1
(2)) has been assumed to beK051026 dyn ~typical value

for most LC’s @40,41#!. Similarly, the smectic layer com
pressibilityB0 for the bulk SmA phase at the temperatureT0

has been assumed to be determined at the temperaturesT1
(1)

andT1
(2) for the first and second FSSAF, respectively. As for

the absolute value of this elastic constant, for the first fi
we use the value found in Refs.@26# and @27# (B057.5
3109 dyn/cm2), and for the second one the value dete
mined in Ref.@28# (B05108 dyn/cm2). Values of the surface
tensionsg of the FSSAF’s, namely,g513 dyn/cm for the
first film, and g525 dyn/cm for the second FSSAF, have
been also taken from Refs.@18# and @26#–@28#. The film
layer spacingd is assumed to be temperature independ
and equal tod530 A, and we set the molecular diametera
54 A ~typical value for the LC molecules@40,41#!.

First of all, using the model@35,36,39#, for both FSSAF’s
we have calculated the bending elastic constantK and the
smectic layer compressibilityB profiles. For the first film
these profiles are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. F
these figures it is seen~curves 1! that well below the bulk
SmA-I transition temperature (T5T1

(1)), both elastic con-
stants are similar for all film layers, with the exception of t
outermost ones. In this case FSSAF is really spatially homo-
geneous, or nearly homogeneous, and the Holyst mo
@31,32# should give results similar to ours. However, close
the maximum temperature of existence of the 24-la
FSSAF (T5T2

(1)), the film is no longer spatially uniform
~curves 2!, and the elastic constantsK andB in its interior are
significantly smaller than near the boundary free surfaces
addition, Fig. 2 demonstrates the heating-induced decreas
the smectic layer compressibilityB at the free surfaces a
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well as in the interior film layers. Consequently, just in th
case, a difference between predictions of the Holyst mo
@31,32# and our results should be noticeable. It should
noted that the elastic constant profiles for the second FSSAF,
which are not shown here, are analogous to those depicte
Figs. 1 and 2.

Further, the elastic constant profiles obtained above h
been used in calculations of the layer displacement fluc
tion profilessn for both FSSAF’s. The results of these ca
culations are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. In
same figures, using the dashed curves, the thermal fluc
tion profiles obtained in the framework of the Holyst mod
are also shown. As expected, for both films, our results
tained well below the bulk SmA-I (T5T1

(1)) and SmA-N
(T5T1

(2)) phase transition temperatures are very similar

FIG. 1. The bending elastic constantK profiles ~in dimension-
less units! in the first FSSAF well below the bulk SmA-I transition
temperature and near the maximum temperature of existence o
film. n is the film layer index.N524; a51.05; W/V051.6. 1: T
5T1

(1)50.205(V0 /kB); 2: T5T2
(1)50.2298(V0 /kB).

FIG. 2. The smectic layer compressibilityB profiles in the first
FSSAF under the same conditions as in Fig. 1. 1:T5T1

(1)

50.205(V0 /kB); 2: T5T2
(1)50.2298(V0 /kB).
el
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those given by this model~in Fig. 4 the profilesn obtained at
T5T1

(2) from the model@31,32# is not shown, because i
coincides completely with our profile!. However, for both
FSSAF’s, close to the maximum temperatures of their ex
tence (T5T2

(1,2)), the dependence of the elastic constantsK
andB on a distance from the boundary free surfaces of
films gives rise to a considerable deviation from the Hol
model@31,32# predictions. So, for the first FSSAF, ~see Fig.
3!, the difference between thesn profiles calculated atT
5T1

(1) and T5T2
(1) , respectively, with taking into accoun

the

FIG. 3. The smectic layer displacement fluctuation profiles
the first FSSAF. K051026 dyn; B057.5•109 dyn/cm2; g
513 dyn/cm. Other parameters are the same as in Figs. 1 an
The dashed curves represent the results of the Holyst model@31,32#.
1: T5T1

(1)50.205(V0 /kB); 2: T5T2
(1)50.2298(V0 /kB); 3: the re-

sult of the Holyst model atT5T1
(1) ; 4: the result of the same mode

at T5T2
(1) .

FIG. 4. The smectic layer displacement fluctuation profiles
the second FSSAF. N524; a50.871; W/V051.6; K0

51026 dyn; B05108 dyn/cm2; g525 dyn/cm. The dashed curv
represents the results of the Holyst model@31,32#. 1: T5T1

(2)

50.204(V0 /kB); 2: T5T2
(2)50.210 35(V0 /kB); 3: the result of the

Holyst model atT5T2
(2) .
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the elastic constant profiles shown in Figs. 1 and 2, is ab
two times larger than that given by the Holyst model.
addition, according to Refs.@31# and @32#, the growth of
temperature only increases the average amplitudessn of the
thermal fluctuations in the film and does not change
shape of the fluctuation profile which has maximum at
boundary free surfaces of the film and minimum in its in
rior ~see Fig. 3, curves 3 and 4!. On contrary, our calculation
which takes into account the temperature dependences o
elastic constant profiles, shows that heating the film to
maximum temperature of its existence not only gives rise
the growth of the absolute value ofsn , but also changes th
shape of the smectic layer displacement fluctuation pro
~see Fig. 3, curves 1 and 2!. It is clear that forT5T2

(1) the
value ofsn in interior of the film becomes larger than ne
the boundary free surfaces of FSSAF. As for the second
FSSAF, close to the maximum temperature of its existen
(T5T2

(2)), the difference between our results and those gi
by the Holyst model is much more pronounced than for
first film. As in previous case, this model predicts a ve
weak change in the thermal fluctuation profilesn upon in-
creasing temperature of the film~Fig. 4, curve 3!, whereas
our calculation gives quite different result~Fig. 4, curve 2!.
First, for T5T2

(2) , the absolute valuesn of the layer dis-
placement fluctuations in interior of the film is about 30
larger than forT5T1

(2) . Second, the initially flat enough
fluctuation profile becomes ‘‘domelike’’ atT5T2

(2) . It
should be noticed that similar changes in the fluctuation p
files with increasing temperature of the film have been
tained in experiments@18# and@28# on the small angle x-ray
scattering from FSSAF’s made of the compound 7AB
~analogous experiments@26,27# on FSSAF’s of the LC FPP
have been performed only well below the bulk SmA-I tran-
sition temperature!. Thus our theoretical results are in a be
ter agreement with experiments@18,28# than predictions of
the Holyst model@31,32#.

We have also calculated the correlationsgk,n(R) between
the displacement fluctuations of different layers in FSSAF’s.
The results of these calculations for correlations between
fluctuations of the first film layer (k51) and other layers
(n51,24,RW 50) for the first and second films are shown
Fig. 5 and 6, respectively. In both cases, well below the b
SmA-I or SmA-N transition temperatures (T5T1

(1,2)), our
results~curves 1 in Figs. 5 and 6! are completely similar to
those predicted by the Holyst model@31,32# ~dashed curves
in these figures!. However, for the maximum temperature
(T5T2

(1,2)) of existence of both FSSAF’s, our values of the
correlationsg1,n(0) ~curves 2 in Figs. 5 and 6! are noticeably
different from the correlations given by this model. Accor
ing to the Holyst theory, the correlationsgk,n(0) are practi-
cally insensitive to the growth of temperature of the film@in
Figs. 5 and 6, forT5T2

(1,2) , the correlationsg1,n(0) are
given by the same dashed curves as forT5T1

(1,2)]. On con-
trary, our calculations show that increasing the tempera
does not affect only correlations between the fluctuations
neighboring smectic layers. When thekth andnth layers are
disposed sufficiently far from each other, the correlatio
gk,n(0) decrease with increasing temperature, and a lar
decay occurs for correlation between the fluctuations of
first and last film layers. For example, in the first FSSAF ~see
ut
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Fig. 5! the correlationg1,24(0) at T5T2
(1) is about 6%

smaller than at the initial temperatureT5T1
(1) , and for the

second FSSAF, the growth of temperature fromT5T1
(2) to

T5T2
(2) gives rise to about 34% decay ofg1,24(0). Such

decay of the correlationsg1,24(0) is due to a significant de
crease of the elastic moduliK andB in interior of the films
upon heating to the maximum temperaturesT5T2

(1,2) of their
existence~see Figs. 1 and 2! which is completely ignored in
the Holyst model@31,32#. Since the smectic displaceme
fluctuations near the one boundary free surface of the
are connected with those near the second boundary free
face via the central region of the film, a weakening lat
should give rise to the decay of correlations between th
fluctuations.

FIG. 5. The correlationsg1,n(0) between the displacement fluc
tuations of the first and other smectic layers (n51,24) in the first
FSSAF. The curves 1 and 2 represent the results of our calculat
for T5T1

(1)50.205(V0 /kB) and T5T2
(1)50.2298(V0 /kB), respec-

tively. The dashed curve represents the results of the Holyst mo

FIG. 6. The same correlations as in Fig. 5 but for the seco
FSSAF. The curves 1 and 2 correspond to the results of our ca
lationsT5T1

(2)50.204(V0 /kB) andT5T2
(2)50.210 35(V0 /kB), re-

spectively. The dashed curve corresponds to the results of the
lyst model.
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B. Specular and diffuse x-ray reflectivities of FSSAF

The results obtained above have been used in computa
of the specular and diffuse x-ray reflectivities of 24-lay
FSSAF’s having the bulk SmA-I and Sm-N phase transi-
tions. As in Refs.@18# and @26–28#, we use expression~26!
for the molecular form factor and set the molecular len
L529 A. We also use (r tail /rcore)51.14, and dtail
50.29L for the first FSSAF @26,27#, and (r tail /rcore)
51/1.5, anddtail50.23L for the second one@18,28#.

The dependences of the specular x-ray reflectivities~in
arbitrary units! of both FSSAF’s on the componentQz of the
wave vector transfer are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. In th
figures, the curves 1 correspond to the temperatureT
5T1

(1) andT5T1
(2) which are we well below the bulk SmA-I

and SmA-N phase transition points, respectively, and curv
2 demonstrate analogous dependences for maximum
peraturesT5T2

(1) andT5T2
(2) of existence of the films. All

curves in Figs. 7 and 8 have the primary~first! Bragg peaks
at Qz5Q052p/d, which are due to a constructive interfe
ence of x rays reflected from all film layers. These curv
also exhibit a series of secondary oscillations~the Kiessig
fringes! which are caused by constructive and destruct
interference of x rays reflected from the boundary surface
the films @26–28#. It is clearly seen that, for both FSSAF’s,
the growth of temperature gives rise to a small change
intensities of the Kiessig fringes, whereas, for the first fil
the first Bragg peak at the maximum temperatureT5T2

(1) is
about 40% lower than that atT5T1

(1) ~see Fig. 7!, and, for
the second FSSAF, the first Bragg peak becomes about 2
times lower with increasing temperature fromT5T1

(2) to T
5T2

(2) ~see Fig. 8!. Just the same behavior has been obser
in experiments on the small angle x-ray scattering fr
FSSAF’s made of the compound 7AB@18,28#. Although
analogous experiments on the free-standing films of LC F

FIG. 7. Dependence of the specular x-ray reflectivity of the fi
FSSAF ~in arbitrary units! on the componentQz of the wave vector
transfer. 1:T5T1

(1)50.205(V0 /kB); 2: T5T2
(1)50.2298(V0 /kB).
on
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@26,27# have been made only well below the bulk SmA-I
phase transition temperature, and therefore now it is imp
sible to compare the results demonstrated in Fig. 7 with
periment, we believe that such films should exhibit a simi
behavior upon heating well above the bulk SmA-I transition
point.

The results obtained can be physically interpreted as
lows. The microscopic model@35,36,39# for FSSAF’s, which
is used in our calculations of the coefficientshk , the ampli-
tudessk of the smectic layer displacement fluctuations, a
correlations between them, predicts an insignificant eno
weakening both the orientational and positional order wit
the outermost film layers upon heating above the bulk SmA-I
or SmA-N transition temperature. At the same time, acco
ing to this model, near the maximum temperature of ex
tence of the film (T5T2

(1,2)), both the orientational and po
sitional order in its interior layers should be much lower th
well below the bulk SmA-I or SmA-N transition point. Since
the interference between x rays reflected from the inte
film layers contributes only to intensity of the Bragg pea
weakening the order in the interior of FSSAF gives rise to
decay of this intensity and does not affect noticeably
intensities of the Kiessig fringes. So, the experimentally o
served considerable decrease in the intensity of the
Bragg peak and sufficiently small change in intensities of
Kiessig fringes can be considered as conformation of
model for FSSAF’s proposed in Refs.@35,36# and @39#. In
addition, our theoretical results can be obtained without
troducing somead hocvalues which, as said in the Introduc
tion, are required to fit the Holyst model@31,32# to the ex-
perimental data@18,28#.

The results of numerical calculation of the diffuse x-r
reflectivity of the second FSSAF for temperaturesT5T1

(2)

andT5T2
(2) are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively~analo-

gous results for the first film are qualitatively very simil
and therefore are not shown here!. These figures demonstrat
dependences of the diffuse x-ray reflectivity of FSSAF ~in

t

FIG. 8. The similar dependence for the second FSSAF. T
5T1

(2)50.204(V0 /kB) andT5T2
(2)50.210 35(V0 /kB).
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arbitrary units! on the componentQz of the wave vector
transfer for several values of its transverse componentQ' .
Similarly to the specular reflectivity of FSSAF ~see Figs. 7
and 8!, these dependences demonstrate the first Bragg p
at Qz5Q052p/d, which are due to a constructive interfe
ence of x rays scattered from all film layers, and a series
the Kiessig fringes which are caused by constructive
destructive interference of x rays scattered from the bou
ary surfaces of the film. In Refs.@18# and @26#–@28# it has
been pointed out that occurrence of these maxima

FIG. 9. TheQz dependence of the diffuse x-ray reflectivity o
the second FSSAF ~in arbitrary units! for different values of the
transverse componentQ' of the wave vector transfer.T5T1

(2)

50.204(V0 /kB). 1: Q' /Q150.001; 2:Q' /Q150.003; 3:Q' /Q1

50.007; 4:Q' /Q150.01.

FIG. 10. The analogous dependence forT5T2
(2)

50.210 35(V0 /kB). 1: Q' /Q150.001; 2: Q' /Q150.003; 3:
Q' /Q150.007.
ks

of
d
d-

d

minima in the x-ray diffuse scattering patterns can be c
sidered as an evidence of a conformality of the smectic la
displacement fluctuations in FSSAF. In other words, the ther
mal fluctuations in the film are not independent of ea
other, and different film layers fluctuate ‘‘in unison.’’ It i
also seen that maxima of the x-ray diffuse reflectivity d
crease with increasing the transverse componentQ' of the
wave vector transfer, and decay of the secondary maxim
faster than that of the first Bragg peak. Eventually, for
certain value ofQ' , the Kiessig fringes become complete
suppressed, whereas the Bragg peak, though very wak
and smoothed, is still observed. Thus one can conclude
the smectic layer displacement fluctuations lose their con
mality with growth ofQ' , i.e., with decreasing wavelengt
of the displacement undulation modes@18,26–28#. More-
over, the faster decay of the Kiessig fringes suggests tha
fluctuations of the outermost film layers, which are dispos
at a longest distance from each other, lose the conforma
earlier than fluctuations of other film layers.

These results, which are in a good agreement with exp
ment @18,28,29#, can be also obtained in the frame work
the Holyst model@32,32#. However, Figs. 9 and 10 demon
strate one very essential feature of behavior of the diff
x-ray reflectivity of FSSAF which cannot, in principle, be
obtained from the Holyst theory and its continuous exte
sions@33,34#. One can conclude from these figures that, n
the maximum temperature of existence of the filmT
5T2

(2)), the smectic layer displacement fluctuations m
lose conformality with growth ofQ' earlier than it occurs a
lower temperatureT5T1

(2) . So, according to Fig. 9 (T
5T1

(2)), for Q'50.007Q1, where Q152p/a, the Kiessig
fringes, though very weak, are still observed. At the sa
time, one can see in Fig. 10 that, forT5T2

(2) , the Kiessig
fringes are almost completely suppressed at the same v
of Q' . It means that near the maximum temperature of
istence of FSSAF the thermal fluctuations of the outermo
film layers become independent of each other for lower v
ues ofQ' , i.e., for longer wavelengths of the displaceme
undulation modes, than it occurs at lower temperatures of
film. According to Eq.~28!, intensity of the diffuse x-ray
scattering from FSSAF is proportional to correlations be
tween the thermal fluctuations of different film layers. A
said above~see Figs. 5 and 6!, the growth of temperature o
the film gives rise to weakening these correlations, and
weakening is most pronounced for the correlations betw
fluctuations of the outermost film layers. Such a decay of
correlation is due to the significant decrease of the ela
moduli K andB in the interior of the film which is ignored in
the Holyst theory@31,32#. Unfortunately, in Refs.@18,28# the
diffuse x-ray scattering from FSSAF’s has been studied onl
well below the bulk SmA-N transition temperature, and now
we cannot compare our theoretical results with experime
Therefore the experimental investigation of the diffuse x-r
reflectivity of FSSAF’s near the maximum temperature
their existence seems to be very interesting.
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